This paper takes as its starting point the work of Moortgat (1991) and aims to provide a linguisticallymotivated extension to the basic Lambek calculus that will allow, among other things, for an elegant treatment of various`discontinuous constituency' phenomena, including`tough'-constructions in English, cross-serial agreement in Swiss German and quanti er scoping. The proposal is contrasted favorably with related proposals by Moortgat, Morrill and Solias (1993) and Hepple (1994) .
The Lambek Calculus

The basic calculus
The basic Lambek Calculus (Lambek 1958 (Lambek , 1988 , referred to here as L, can be taken to fall under the general rubric of extended categorial grammars, with the key idea being that the category reduction system typically assumed for basic categorial grammars can be viewed as a calculus analogous to the implicational fragment of propositional logic. Categorial parsing, in turn, (i.e., the elimination of categorial connectives by means of functional application) can be viewed as the categorial analogue of Modus Ponens, and a full logic of these connectives can be obtained by adding for them a rule of introduction, analogous to conditionalization in the implicational perspective.
More precisely, we can take the set of types to be freely generated from a set of primitive (atomic) types (for example, s, np, and so forth) by a set of binary in x operators (for example, =, and n). 1 As alluded to before, we can associate with each connective two inference rules: (i) a rule of introduction (also called a rule of proof, 556 A Sign-Based Extension to the Lambek Calculus for Discontinuous Constituency or, as we'll see below, an R rule) which shows how to prove a type with a given connective; and (ii) a rule of elimination (or, rule of use, or L rule), which shows how to employ a type with a given connective in the course of a proof.
These rules of inference can be expressed in the notation of the sequent calculus of Gentzen (Lambek 1988 , also Moortgat 1988) , as in (1) . Sequents are of the form ? ) X where ? is a nonempty sequence of antecedent types, and X is a single occurrence of some succedent type. In the formulation below, take X, Y and Z to be single occurrences of some type and ?; and to be sequences of types.
(1) Now, intuitively, a sequent ? ) X is taken to be valid if X is derivable from the sequence of types ?, or, more precisely, if we can show that the sequent follows from the axioms of L by a nite number of backward applications of the inference rules for the connectives. That is, a sequent is Lambek-valid if we can reduce all the branches of its proof tree to an occurrence of the Axiom case.
One of the most-appealing features of L is that it allows us to retain a (desirably) strong correspondence between syntactic and semantic operations. That is, each type is labelled with a lambda term in accordance with the so-called Curry-Howard isomorphism (Howard, 1969) , while each assumption is labelled with a variable. Term assignment for the connectives' proof and use rules, then, is simply by way of abstraction and application, respectively. That is, for each R rule we associate with it a semantic rule of variable abstraction, and for each L rule, a semantic rule of application, as in (2) below. As an example, then, consider the syntactic and semantic derivation in (3) for a typeraising operation prevalent in exible categorial grammar. The theorem we wish to prove is, of course, X : x ) Y=(XnY ) : f:f(x). And, as alluded to before, a successful proof of this theorem involves reducing all the branches of the proof tree to axiom 2. THE LAMBEK CALCULUS 557 cases, appealing now to both syntax and semantics. 
Proof net type decomposition (unfolding)
As we've seen in the previous section, Gentzen-style sequents provide a clear and simple way to to represent the inference relations holding between simple labelled types of arbitrary complexity. Sequent representations of this type, however, rapidly become notationally cumbersome and computationally ine cient, as our types become increasingly information-rich. That is, sequent proofs are exceedingly verbose in copying the inert assumptions (cf. ?; ; ; Z, and so forth in the section above) from conclusion to premises, when the real action of the proof is found in the types actually being decomposed to axiom cases (or as Moortgat (1991) calls them, \active" types). Computationally, the sequent proof search contains a redundancy caused by irrelevant orderings of rule applications.
In this section, I introduce the fundamentals of proof net type decomposition (Roorda 1991), also known as proof net unfolding, with the purpose of providing enough background on this topic so that we may adopt this more succinct notation in the remaining sections of the paper. More speci cally, I show here how labelled types of the form in the previous section can be translated into complex signed tuples, appropriate for input into what is called a proof net structure, and then demonstrate how our Gentzen sequent rules above can be straightforwardly translated into links in this structure.
So consider rst a sequent of the form ? ) X : f. What we'd like to do is model the (arbitrarily complex) type X : f in a manner appropriate for input into our proof net structure. This is accomplished be representing X as a tuple of the form hX;0;fi where X and f are the type and semantic label, as before, and the 0 is a polarity label (also called a signature), ranging over the values 0 and 1. Intuitively, this polarity marking keeps track of the positive/negative nature of the types, or, speci cally, of whether the type is encoded in its occurrence to the left (1) or right (0) of the ) sign in the sequent representation.
What remains, then, is to capture the inference rules of the previous section in terms of proof net links. Again, the translation is straightforward: axiom links simply cancel an antecedent atom (polarity 1) against a matching succedent atom (polarity 0) under the unifying substitution for the lambda term, represented pictorially in (4) below. (4) hA;1;ti hA;0;ui Ax] fu = tg Inference (logical) links recursively decompose types of arbitrary complexity into their atomic subtypes. We refer to these derived subtypes as \leaves" and to the process 558 A Sign-Based Extension to the Lambek Calculus for Discontinuous Constituency of recursively decomposing a complex type down to its leaves as \unfolding." Links corresponding to the Gentzen-style rules of x2.1 are given below. Note that only \ac-tive" types are involved in the proof net links. Again, we see that each L rule (rule of use) is associated with a semantic rule of application, and that each R rule (rule of proof) is associated with a semantic rule of abstraction, just as in the sequent representation.
As an example, consider the unfolding of the complex type A=(BnC), with semantics f. We start with A=(BnC) as an antecedent type (of polarity 1) and unfold it as far as we can. 2 Like sequent decompositions, unfoldings \read" bottom-up, with each line of the proof labelled with the rule that has applied. For expository purposes, I have placed a brace over the derived atomic leaves. So how are unfolding of these types used in determining the validity of a sequent? Or how do we associate information from a collection of Target types with information in a Goal type? These questions are deferred until the next section, where the answers will be more readily illustrated with examples. 3 For now, just note how the unfolding of a complex type works.
Moortgat (1991) 2.3.1 Basic types and strings
In Moortgat (1991) , categorial sequents are taken to be composed of multidimensional signs, modelled as tuples of the form hType;Semantics;Syntaxi 2 There will be a corresponding unfolding taking the type as a succedent (polarity 0) but the di erence is primarliy one of details. We'll see in the next section, that we'll usually want to unfold the antecedent lexical types, for obvious reasons.
3 Also, we have not yet said how linear relationships between types are encoded/preserved in the proof net representation, also for reasons of clarity. As it stands, the system presented in this section is undirected. The solution to this will be much easier explained in the following section.
2. THE LAMBEK CALCULUS 559 which simultaneously characterize the semantic and structural properties of linguistic objects in terms of a type-assignment labelled with semantic information (a lambda term) and structural, syntactic information (which, for Moortgat, is taken to be a string).
The inference rules that decompose complex types into their subtypes are taken to simultaneously specify corresponding operations in now separate semantic and string algebras, with linearization of the terminal string expressed in terms of string equations, and resolution proof search extended with string uni cation, along the lines of Calder (1989) and Siekmann (1985) . Within this framework, the use and proof rules for the residuals (= and n) would be as in (7) and (8) Now consider, as a pedagogical example, the sentence Kim loves Sandy. In order to determine whether this sequent is derivable, we need to match, by means of axiom links, the atoms with opposite polarity in the structure obtained by unfolding the complex types associated with the lexical entries into their subtypes (i.e., the leaves derived by the unfolding process in the previous section). More speci cally, the leaves associated with these subtypes are taken as input to a resolution algorithm, along 560 A Sign-Based Extension to the Lambek Calculus for Discontinuous Constituency with a negatively-signed Goal sequent, and we use the axiom links to associate with the Goal the appropriately-combined information from the Target types. In the sequent representation of x2.1, our starting sequent would look like the one in (10) . (10) np Kim 2. THE LAMBEK CALCULUS 561 unfolding of the lexical item loves. Note also that nothing prevents us from matching the NP leaf corresponding to Sandy with the succedent NP type corresponding to the subject of loves, and the NP leaf for Kim with loves' object. But note also that String value of the Goal type would then be Sandy + loves + Kim and the Sem value of the Goal would be love 0 (k 0 )(s 0 ).
Discontinuous type constructors
More interestingly for the present study, the sign-based formulation above allows Moortgat to extend the calculus with type constructors that have a non-concatenative interpretation. Two such constructors, " and # are introduced below by way of their corresponding proof net links. The " residual can be taken to correspond intuitively to an extraction operator, while # corresponds to in xation. In this case, the rule states that we can use an object of type A " B with associated string , by splitting up some way, and inserting into the break a string , associated with an object of type B, with resulting expression being of type A. 5 
Now consider
R"], and suppose we can derive an A, consuming an expression of type B in the process; we know that the string label associated with B must show up somewhere in the string computed for A. Now, the rule states that we can withdraw the B assumption and at the same time erase from . The result is a proof of A " B, with the proved string being the remainder of after removing .
The rules for in xation work much the same way, except that, in the rule of use, the string associated with the functor A # B is inserted somewhere into the string of the argument B. This returns an expression of category A, whose string is, intuitively, the result of wrapping the argument string around , or of inserting into . The rule of proof involves a similar \switching" of the discontinuous type, and proceeds exactly similarly otherwise to the rule of proof for extraction. Moortgat (1988 and provides linguistic examples of cases in which these operators can be employed. In general, the rule of use for the extraction operator 562 A Sign-Based Extension to the Lambek Calculus for Discontinuous Constituency can be used to simulate what Bach (1979) calls right wrap, while the rule of proof for this operator can be used to capture extraction phenomena. The rule of use for the in xation operation could be used in morphology to handle things like circum xes (although Moortgat does not mention this explicitly), while both the extraction and in xation operators are used to de ne the generalized quanti er type constructor q(A; B; C) described below.
Quanti ers as in x functors
Intuitively, Moortgat's quantifer type constructor q(A; B; C) allows for the binding of an expression of type A somewhere inside an expression of type B, resulting in an expression of type C. So an instance q(np, S, S) licenses the binding of an np within an S, to give an S, and can be used to generate (among other things) wide scope readings of quanti ers in sentences like: 6 (12) Everyone loves someone. Most interestingly for our purposes, Moortgat points out that this generalized quantifer type can be thought of in terms of extraction and in xation operations, as follows: q(A; B; C) is just a special case of C # (B " A), where the unfolding steps for " and # impose the same factorization of the string associated with the subtype B " A. As 3. HEAD WRAPPING 563 string operations can be \employed-as-needed" by appealing within a given proof to the type constructors. One question naturally arises, then, as to whether other sorts of operations on strings could be useful in describing natural language, and, if so, whether these operations can be captured in Moortgat's system. In this section, we review a widelydiscussed operation known as (left and right) head wrapping, and demonstrate that this operation, though clearly desirable for describing a wide-range of natural language phenomena, cannot be captured in Moortgat's (1991) system, without (at best) an undesirable (and, ultimately, unneeded) proliferation of type constructors.
Headed strings and operations
We begin, then, by introducing the notion of a headed string (following Pollard 1984) , which, more explicitly, will be modelled as a tuple of the form =< s; i >, where s is called the underlying string, and i is an integer telling us which element of s is a distinguished member known as the head. That is, =< s; i >= s 1 : : : s i : : : s n with head s i . For convenience, we will often write above as s 1 : : : s i : : : s n , where the head is highlighted in boldface type. An empty headed string will be written as 0, which can be taken to abbreviate =< ; 0 >. It is the only string with no head.
With these details in hand, we are now able to posit operations on these strings that make reference to the heads of the strings to which they apply. These operations will take the form F i ( 1 ; : : : ; n ) where 1 ; : : : ; n are headed strings and i is an integer indicating which argument's head is to be the head of the output; thus F i is a function from n-tuples of headed strings to headed strings. 7 An example, I think, will make things very clear. Consider the headed-string operation RC 2 de ned in (15) As may be clear from the de nition, RC 2 takes two headed strings, and , and returns a headed string that is the result of concatenating entirely to the right of . The function also speci es that the head of the resulting string is the head of the second argument to the function, or, in this case, the head of . 9 To apply this, then, RC 2 (loves, every + book + in + the + library) will return loves + every + book + in + the + library Other concatenation operations of two arguments are de ned analagously in (16) . 7 All the operations we'll be positing here, however, will be binary. 8 The symbol + refers to the associative, non-commutative concatenate operation. 9 This can, and must, be adjusted slightly to allow for cases in which the ith argument to some operation F i is 0.
See Pollard (1984) , appendix 2, for the details of this adjustment. The basic idea is that, for any binary operation F i and any headed string the following holds:
Fi( 0; ) = Fi( ; 0) = and likewise for ternary operations and so forth.
564 A Sign-Based Extension to the Lambek Calculus for Discontinuous Constituency (16) For all headed strings = hs;ii = hs 1 : : : s n ; ii and = ht;ji = ht 1 : : : t n ; ji: And, as alluded to before, the class of string operations falling under the rubric of head-wrapping can also be de ned in terms of functions of this type. We see that, for a binary rule involving a functor string (always taken to be the rst argument of the function) and an argument string (the second argument), there are, in fact, eight separate head wrap operations that can be de ned. 10 These appear in (17) In the above, F is mnemonic for functor, A for argument, R for right (of the head) and L for left (of the head). So the functions AR 1 and AR 2 , for example, can be thought of as wrapping the argument (A) string around the functor string, with the functor string being placed to the right (R) of the argument string's head. Likewise, FL 1 and FL 2 wrap the functor (F) string around the argument string, placing the argument string to the left (L) of the of argument string's head. As before, the integers 1 and 2 specify the head of the result string as either the head of the functor string or the head of the argument string, respectively. So, for example, if we have FR 1 (give + to + Mary, the + book) the result will be:
give + the + book + to + Mary It should be noted that the wrapping operations de ned here are, in fact, special cases of the string equations that Moortgat (1991) associates with his extraction and in xation type constructors, " and #. That is, it should not be hard to see that the FL and FR cases correspond to a special case of Moortgat's extraction, and that AL and AR correspond to a special case of in xation. We return to this in x4. 10 It will become clear in x4 why we are referring to these strings as \functor" and \argument," and nothing in the string algebra really hinges on this.
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Motivation for head wrap
The linguistic motivation for this set of head-wrapping operations is wide-ranging and convincingly cross-linguistic. Pollard (1984) points out that head wrap can be employed in the analyses of a host of \discontinuous constituent" phenomena, which includes, among other things: Subject-Aux inversion in English, VSO languages, Bach's (1979) TVP analysis of phrases like take Kim to task or persuade Kim to leave, comparative and tough-class adjectives, and cross-serial agreement constructions in languages like Dutch and Swiss German. A few of these examples are discussed in detail here.
3.2.1`Tough' constructions
It is rather uncontroversial to assume that the adjective phrase extremely easy to please forms a constituent in the sentence (18) below. (18) Kim is extremely easy to please. It is far less uncontroversial, however, to assume that the same phrase forms a constituent in (19), although such a proposal is clearly attractive from the point-of-view of semantic compositionality. (19) Kim wants to marry an extremely easy person to please. Pollard (1984) points out, however, that if we allow the possibility of wrapping a common noun like person into phrases of this type, a compositional analysis becomes quite plausible. That is, we can allow phrases like extremely easy to please to function just like more familiar adjective phrases like very good or extremely happy, with the only di erence being that the tough-class adjectives are head wrappers, with the argument string (associated with some common noun) combining with the phrase by, in the terms of x3.1, FR 2 , and where extremely easy to please is the functor string.
An analysis tree for the predicative complement in (19) then, would be as in (20). 
b. Kim is most de nitely extremely easy to please today.
We will return to these constructions in x4. : : : we the children-ACC Hans-DAT the house-ACC let help paint : : : we let the children help paint the house.'
(24) a. Robin remembered that we helped Sandy paint the house. b. Robin remembered that we let Sandy help Lee paint the house. Lastly, it is important to note that, even within the cross-serial construction, the appropriate case-marking on the NP complements of the embedded verbs must hold, as the negative examples in (25) illustrate. Recall in this case that h alfe requires a dative-marked object, while l ond and aastriiche require accusatively-marked NPs. : : : we the children-DAT Hans-DAT the house-ACC let help paint : : : we let the children help paint the house.'
Based on the data above, Shieber (1985) provides a formal proof of the (weak, and therefore not strong) non-context-freeness of Swiss German. This, coupled with the knowledge that the basic Lambek Calculus L generates exactly the context-free languages provides motivation for the introduction of some mechanism that will increase the recognizing power of L, or of concatenative categorial grammars in general. One particulary appealing mechanism that can be put to this use, is, of course, headwrapping.
3. HEAD WRAPPING 567 Following Pollard's (1984) treatment of Dutch cross-serial dependencies, in order to account for the data in (23) and (25) we need only stipulate that, in Swiss German subordinate clauses, verbs like h alfe and l ond combine with a VP complement by way of, in our terms, the operation AL 1 , in which the string associated with the VP complement is wrapped around the functor string (h alfe, for example) with the functor string being placed to the left of the argument string's head. Regular NP objects, then, are taken to combine by means of LC 1 and nothing more needs to be said. As an illustration, consider the analysis tree for the sentence in (23b) below in (26), and note that both h alfe and l ond combine rst with a VP complement by way of AL 1 and then with an appropriately case-marked NP by way of LC 1 . It is hard to see how a simpler analysis than this could exist. 
Limitations of Moortgat
So what we have now is a class of operations falling under the rubric of head wrapping, which seem to be good candidates for a class of string operations that, for linguistic reasons, we would want to be able to appeal to in a description of natural language. We can now return to Moortgat (1991) and ask whether it is, as it stands, possible to accommodate this operation in his system of type constructors.
The answer, unfortunately, is no. That is, suppose we could employ Moortgat's extraction operator, as it is de ned, to handle the cases of FR and FL. 12 The relevant rule will be Moortgat's rule of use for L "], repeated here in (27).
hA;1;tu; i hB;0;u; i hA"B;1;t; i L"]
Now, what, for example, FR requires us to do is to split the functor string (in Moortgat's rule this corresponds to ) at 's head, and insert the string associated with the argument string immediately to the right of the break. But Moortgat's " rule allows 12 Similar remarks, of course, hold for the in xation operator and AR and AL.
568 A Sign-Based Extension to the Lambek Calculus for Discontinuous Constituency us to break the string anywhere and insert . The consequences for an example like extremely easy to please combining by FR 2 with a common noun like person would be the overgeneration illustrated in (28). Note that the rule licenses the grammatical example, extremely easy person to please, as well as a host of ungrammatical ones, depending on where we decide to break . (28) a. extremely easy person to please b. *person extremely easy to please c. *extremely person easy to please d. *extremely easy to person please e. ?*extremely easy to please person And the problem gets worse as we increase the number of words in (and therefore the potential places to factor) the string .
Moortgat may, of course, be able to get around this problem by creating a separate type constructor for each of the head wrapping operations introduced earlier (and any other string operation that may be needed). 13 But, as I'll show, this proliferation of type constructors (if possible to de ne coherently) is ultimately unneeded and, furthermore, misses a generalization in that all Moortgat's rules of use (regardless of the type constructor) and all the rules of proof (again regardless of the type constructor) involve the same manipulations on the lambda term in the active type. That is, in each rule of use, as observed before, we employ a function application rule involving the lambda term t associated with the functor and the lambda term u associated with the argument. In the proof case, function abstraction is employed with the same regularity. Polarity information is also redundant.
A more damaging problem, rst pointed out by Versmissen (1991) , is that Moortgat's formulation of his " and # operators, as given, is incoherent. That is, there exists more than one way to specify interpretations of, for example, the extraction operator, including what has been called a \universal" interpretation (where one string can be inserted anywhere into another) and an \existential" interpretation, which requires that a string be inserted into a speci c place. As it stands, Moortgat's rules of use are appropriate for the universal interpretation, while his rules of proof are appropriate for the existential. Furthermore, once this distinction is recognized, only an incomplete formulation can be given for either interpretation within Moortgat's system, with the chief problem being that nothing in Moortgat's system allows for the recording of a speci c position for inserting one string into another, as would be required. Morrill and Solias (1993) attempt to avoid this problem by augmenting Moortgat's system with a pairing operator, which allows for insertion points in a given string to be speci ed. As Hepple (1994) points out, this allows versions of " and # to be speci ed, but with di erent interpretive de nitions from Moortgat's. Hepple also points out that the non-associativity of pairing limits the type combinations that can be derived within their system. For example, the functor (A " B)=Z cannot even be constructed in Morrill and Solias' system, nor any type in which the " argument is not the rst sought.
Hepple's alternative is similar in some ways to the proposal herein (although it looks quite di erent) and involves formulating L as a labelled deductive system (Gabbay 13 And, of course, he would have to take the Syntax eld of his sign to be a headed string.
DISC, CONSTITUENTS WITHOUT TYPE CONSTRUCTORS 569 1991). Label terms are related to \markers" (closely related to strings) by a function
and operators, L and R, are introduced that factor markers into left and right subcomponents. Rules for discontinuous type constructors can then be de ned by marking each label with a distinguished operator (e for extraction, i for in xation, l for left and r for right, for example) and by de ning in such a way as to factor the marker in the appropriate cases. Such an approach gives Hepple more exibility in de ning string operations but still ties their use to type constructors, resulting in redundancy similar to that exhibited in the Moortgat system. That is, for every string operation, Hepple must de ne a separate rule of use and proof for the type constructor introducing it, and, as he formulates it, a separate rule of function application and abstraction which in the end do the same work.
I propose instead to eliminate type constructors altogether and appeal directly to the more powerful string operations of Pollard by way of a single, generalized rule of use, and single, generalized rule of proof. An immediate (and happy) consequence of this change is that we can now collapse the deductive links of the calculus into one rule of use and one rule of proof, with the work that was being done in Moortgat (1991) LX] , and note that the work being done on the S-Type, Polarity and Semantics elements is precisely the same as in all the L rules of Moortgat. Namely, in order to use an element of category (B, A), we need to nd an element of category B and apply the lambda term of (B, A) to the lambda term of B by way of function application. The result will be of type A. Note that this is true for all of Moortgat's L rules, so, in e ect, we have achieved a signi cant simpli cation in the way the set of rules can be formalized. The same, of course, applies to the rule of proof RX], with the only di erence being that, in order to prove a category (B, A), we need to withdraw the lambda term associated with B from the lambda term of A by functional abstraction. Again, all of Moortgat's R rules involve a similar semantic operation.
What allows us to make a generalization of this type is, in fact, our introduction of the string operation, more than a few words about which should be said at this time. Consider rst LX], which involves a SType with string operation C. Now, the rule tells us that, in order to use a category (B, A) with string we must combine it with category B (which is also a potentially complex SType), by the following: (1) the resulting category will be A; (2) the resulting string will be the result of applying C to the strings associated with the types A and B, and .
Consider now the rule of proof, RX]. This is the dual of LX] and corresponds to proving a category (B, A) from a category A by withdrawing from the semantics of A, the semantics of B, and by removing from the string of A, the string associated with B. The resulting category, of course, must then re ect how to put the string and semantics back, and is thus speci ed with the appropriate SType, and the appropriate lambda term, respectively.
Basic types
Moving into the linguistic realm, it is quite easy to see how our system can be applied to proofs of the type handled by the basic calculus of x2, in which only the type constructors = and n were available. As an adequately illustrative rst example, consider the sentence in (31). (31) Kim saw Sandy. What is needed, of course, is adequate lexical entries for the words Kim, Sandy, and saw, involving operations like LC 1 , LC 2 , RC 1 and RC 2 . 14 The following should su ce, with careful attention paid to the string operations associated with each type. I've also included a lexical entry for the intransitive verb, walks. Note that the complex result type of the transitive verb saw is just the same as the entire type of the intransitive verb walks, suggesting some sort of system of inheritance. I have made no e ort to provide one here, and will start abbreviating well-used types for the sake of expediency after we've seen enough examples. Recall again that another solution is indeed possible, where Kim is resolved against the object NP and Sandy against the subject. But also recall that would result in both a di erent interpretation and a di erent string. That is, this is not something to be avoided. Note also that we could have speci ed as much information as we wanted in the goal type. That is, we could insist on the interpretation given above by specifying either see 0 (s 0 )(k 0 ) in the Semantics of the goal type, or by specifying Kim + loves + Sandy for the String. The di erence between that and what we actually did is something along the lines of the di erence between parsing to a speci c goal and just nding all the parses. 15 
Extraction and in xation
Far more interesting than the above, however, are the cases involving Moortgat's (1991) extraction and in xation constructors. Recall that, for example, with the extraction operator, Moortgat claimed that we could do both extraction and wrap.
In this section, we'll show that our system allows us to do versions of head wrap that would for Moortgat involve special cases of the extraction and in xation constructors, and we'll show as well that cases of peripheral or non-peripheral extraction can also be handled quite generally. As illustrative examples, we return to the Swiss German cross-serial constructions and the`tough' predicates of x3. : : : we the children-ACC Hans-DAT the house-ACC let help paint : : : we let the children help paint the house.'
And recall that these were easily accounted for in x3 by appealing to the headed-string operation AL 1 , which, intuitively, wraps the argument string around the functor string, placing the functor string to the left of the argument string's head, with the resulting head being that of the functor. As one can probably imagine, it is quite straightforward to embed an account of this type within the system presented here. That is, we need only specify in the lexical entry for h alfe that it combine with its VP complement by means of AL 1 , and with a dative marked NP by means of LC 1 .
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The lexical entries we need to account for (33a) appear below in (34 The resolution step proceeds more or less as expected, with the only special thing to note being the way the NP gap is \subtracted" out during the course of the step. A cn Goal step of 0 polarity has been added, with the variables Semantics and String. Unfolding this type, we see that the factorization of the string corresponding to the category (A, B) must be the same in each step of the unfolding. The reason, of course, is that when (A, B) is the argument (i.e., occupies the negative branch in the proof net), our lexical entry tells us to break the argument string at the head, and to insert the functor string to its right. In the second step of the unfolding, however, (A, B) is a negatively signed functor, in which case our lexical entry tells us to break the functor at the head and insert the argument string to its right. Since (A, B) has only one head, this break must be the same. The proof net unfolding below makes this explicit. The reason this works, of course, is that the string associated with the quantifer type is guaranteed to occupy the same place in the string as , the \missing" type in (A, B) . The quantifer, then, is able to \bind" this place in the string.
We are able to ensure this sort of guarantee, however, not just in the case where the two string operations happen to be AR 1 and FR 2 , but in a number of other cases, as well. In fact, in each case where the quanti er unfolding is guaranteed to work, the following relationship holds between the two operations involved. . . .
In order to exploit this in a general way, we de ne the notion ip as follows:
(37) For every binary string operation X, we de ne the operation X F , read as X-Flip, as follows: X( ; ) = X F ( ; ) 576 A Sign-Based Extension to the Lambek Calculus for Discontinuous Constituency
It is not hard to see that for any binary operation X, X F will exist. The di erence between the two operations, it seems, is only a matter of perspective. What X-Flip allows us to do, however, is to specify in the lexical entry for the generalized quantifer that this relationship holds between the two operations involved.
We are thus able to state q(A; B; C) in a totally general way, appealing only to this property, as in the lexical entry below.
h((A;B;X F ); C; X); 1; q; i This quanti er type should allow us to bind any category A that would otherwise be licensed in some B, returning a C. As an example, consider the derivation of the widescope quanti er reading in the sentence Mary loves someone, paying close attention to two things: (1) the partial lexical encoding of the derivation by the verb loves, and (2) the action of the quanti er with respect to the operations X and X F . 18 To begin with, someone will be entered in our generalized quanti er type, taken to bind an NP, within an S, returning an S. Pictorially, the derivation will go something like the one in (38), which immediately evokes a Montague-style \quantifying-in" analysis. The \ np] loves np]" in the tree below can be thought of as the partial encoding of the derivation by the verb loves. 18 I've chosen to limit myself here to a single quanti er, to avoid confusion. If there were two quanti ers, we could derive the wide-scope reading by applying the object quanti er after the subject quanti er in the derivation. The details really are quite simple. We have provided here a linguistically-motivated, sign-based extension to the basic Lambek calculus that will allow us, among other things, to appeal to operations such as head wrap within a Lambek-style system. In addition, we have shown how this system can be applied in the analyses of a wide variety of linguistic phenomena, most notably Swiss German cross-serial dependencies, tough constructions in English and quanti er scoping, and have demonstrated that the proposal outlined here is superior in a number of ways to a similar proposal of Moortgat (1991) (on which the work here is based) for dealing with issues of this type.
